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The Other Daughter
2012-07-05

the other daughter is a brilliant standalone thriller from the sunday times and new york times bestseller
lisa gardner if you can t trust your family then who can you trust sophie hannah and karin slaughter love
lisa gardner have you read her yet when melanie wakes up in hospital all she knows is that she can t
remember any of the first nine years of her life and no one is there waiting for her for dr stokes who
treated melanie that night and his wife their decision to adopt the abandoned child comes as a blessing
following their desperate struggle to deal with the brutal murder of their four year old daughter meagan
but when after twenty years of happy family life melanie suddenly finds her past under investigation by a
reporter and an fbi agent everything she thought she knew about her new life is questioned and when
horrific messages and gifts start arriving melanie is forced to face the terrifying reality that her family
may be the last people she should trust

The Perfect Husband (FBI Profiler 1)
2012-07-05

the perfect husband the first book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times
bestseller lisa gardner what would you do if the man you loved wanted to kill you if you love karin
slaughter you ll love lisa gardner when tess beckett married jim a well respected and decorated cop she
thought all her dreams had come true but within two years the vows she made were shattered as her
husband was charged with murdering ten women with jim behind bars tess feels certain that she can
move on with her life until she learns that jim has escaped from prison as a frantic and rigorous manhunt
gets underway in four states tess knows that it s only a matter of time until her perfect husband tracks
her down for the revenge he is sure to demand and when he finds her she must be ready because this
time she s determined that their separation will be till death do us part

Gone (FBI Profiler 5)
2012-07-05

gone is the fifth book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa
gardner when someone you love vanishes what would you do to get them back if you love tess gerritsen
and karin slaughter you ll love lisa gardner it s 2am on a rain beaten stretch of road near bakersville
oregon when a car is found abandoned the door wrenched open the engine running the headlights on full
beam the driver rainie conner is nowhere to be found ex fbi profiler pierce quincy will not rest until he s
found his estranged wife and together with his daughter fbi agent kimberly quincy he knows he will have
to comb every facet of his wife s life since they separated if he is to understand what happened to rainie
could the troubles of her past have caught up with her or is her disappearance connected to the
horrifying cases they d been working on all quincy knows as the clock ticks down is that he is in the most
desperate hunt of his life

Find Her
2016-02-09
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lisa gardner s runaway new york times bestseller a fast paced thrill ride featuring detective d d warren
seven years ago carefree college student flora dane was kidnapped while on spring break for 472 days
flora learned just how much one person can endure miraculously alive after her ordeal flora has spent the
past five years reacquainting herself with the rhythms of normal life working with her fbi victim advocate
samuel keynes she has a mother who s never stopped loving her a brother who is scared of the person
she s become and a bedroom wall covered with photos of other girls who ve never made it home when
boston detective d d warren is called to the scene of a crime a dead man and the bound naked woman
who killed him she learns that flora has tangled with three other suspects since her return to society is
flora a victim or a vigilante and with her firsthand knowledge of criminal behavior could she hold the key
to rescuing a missing college student whose abduction has rocked boston when flora herself disappears d
d realizes a far more sinister predator is out there one who s determined that this time flora dane will
never escape and now it is all up to d d warren to find her

Two Great Novels
2003-02-24

the perfect husband when tess married jim she d never been so happy but two years later she helped to
put him behind bars for the brutal murder of ten women but jim will be free soon and tess has got to
change the ways of a lifetime and learn to fight back the other daughter adopted by the doctor on duty
the night she woke up in a hospital unable to remember anything melanie considers herself very lucky as
the years pass but then the threatening notes start arriving and melanie begins to fear the family she
loves the most may be the very people she should trust the least

Still See You Everywhere
2024-03-12

from 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner comes a harrowing new thriller frankie elkin is an
expert at finding the missing persons that the rest of the world has forgotten but even she couldn t have
anticipated this latest request to locate the long lost sister of a female serial killer facing execution in
three weeks time frankie elkin is an expert at finding the missing persons that the rest of the world has
forgotten but even she couldn t have anticipated this latest request to locate the long lost sister of a
female serial killer facing execution in three weeks time she has called herself death but people called
her the devil the case was sensational kaylee pierson had confessed from the very beginning waived all
appeals despite the media s chronicling of her tragic circumstances the childhood spent with a violent
father no one could find sympathy for the beautiful butcher who had led eighteen men home from bars
before viciously slitting their throats now with only twenty one days left to live pierson has finally
received a lead on the whereabouts of the sister who was kidnapped over a decade ago and she needs
frankie s help to find her the beautiful butcher s offer when was the last time your search ended with
finding the living unable to resist the chance for a rescue frankie takes on pierson s request twelve years
ago five year old leilani went missing in hawaii the main suspect pierson s tech mogul ex boyfriend
sanders macmanus now on a remote island in the middle of the pacific the site of macmanus s latest
vanity project fresh evidence has appeared in order to learn the truth and possibly save a young woman
s life frankie must go undercover at the isolated base camp her challenge a dozen strangers countless
dangerous secrets zero means of calling for help and then the storm rolls in
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The Next Accident (FBI Profiler 3)
2012-07-05

the next accident is the third book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times
bestseller when someone knows your every weakness how can you stop them preying on you karin
slaughter calls lisa gardner an amazing writer do you want to find out why when fbi special agent pierce
quincy s daughter was killed in a tragic accident her drink problem and chequered past ensured that the
official report deemed it just that an accident but what if someone knew her weaknesses what if
someone knew just how to catch her at her most vulnerable what if someone was determined to kill her
ex cop rainie connor jumps at the chance to help quincy after he saw her through the darkest days of her
life together they move closer to the twisted psychopath responsible someone who craves revenge who
feeds on fear someone who knows quincy has another daughter just as precious to him as mandy but as
they race against time to save quincy s surviving daughter from her sister s fate they know must take
drastic action and decide that they need bait rainie can the killer resist the temptation of quincy s ex
lover and will rainie live to regret her decision

Mom's Other Medicine
2021-03-31

simple story about alternative medicine for mom s

The Neighbor
2009-06-16

a young mother blond and pretty vanishes from her south boston home leaving behind only one witness
her four year old daughter and one suspect her handsome secretive husband from the moment detective
sergeant d d warren arrives at the joneses snug little bungalow instinct tells her that something is
seriously off with the wholesome image the couple has worked so hard to create with the clock ticking on
the life of a missing woman and a media firestorm building d d must decide whether jason jones is hiding
his guilt or just trying to hide but first she must stand between a potential killer and his next victim an
innocent child who may have seen too much

Touch & Go
2013-02-05

the secrets of a picture perfect family are exposed in this tour de force thriller from 1 new york times
bestselling author lisa gardner ten minutes after walking the elite back bay townhouse and investigator
tessa leoni already doesn t like what she sees signs of an abduction clearly the work of professionals at
best the entire family has been kidnapped at worst the more tessa learns about the denbe family the less
she likes their chances what might have looked like the perfect existence a powerful ceo his adoring wife
their angelic child is not what it appears husband wife daughter magazine perfect but each hiding dark
secrets tessa knows more than she d like to about families riddled with lies what she doesn t know is
where the denbes are and if any of them are still breathing she ll have to climb over unbending feds and
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territorial local cops to find out and if she s not fast the denbes chances of survival will quickly become
little more than touch and go associated press

One Step Too Far
2022-01-18

from 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner a chilling thriller about a young man gone missing
in the wilderness of wyoming and the secrets uncovered by the desperate effort to find him timothy o
day knew the woods yet when he disappeared on the first night of a bachelor party camping trip with his
best friends in the world he didn t leave a trace what he did leave behind were two heartbroken parents
a crew of guilt ridden groomsmen and a pile of clues that don t add up frankie elkin doesn t know the
woods but she knows how to find people so when she reads that timothy s father is organizing one last
search she heads to wyoming despite the rescue team s reluctance she joins them but as they hike into
the mountains it becomes clear that there s something dangerous at work in the woods or someone who
is willing to do anything to stop them from going any farther running out of time and up against the worst
man and nature have to offer frankie and the search party will discover what evil awaits those who go
one step too far

Love You More
2012

sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner is back with the fifth novel in the detective d d
warren series love you more two women with one question how far would you go to save your child lee
child says this book had me at the author s name a split second decision and brian darby lies dead his
wife state police trooper tessa leoni claims to have shot him in self defence and for boston detective d d
warren it should be an open and shut case but where is their six year old daughter as d d s homicide
investigation ratchets into a frantic state wide search for a missing child she must move quickly in order
to learn all of tessa s secrets and understand what has happened to the little girl but for tessa the worst
has not yet happened she is walking a tightrope with no one to trust and nowhere to turn as the clock
ticks down to a terrifying deadline she has one goal in sight and she will use every ounce of her training
to do what has to be done all that matters is her child and no one could love her more

The Neighbor
2012

the third in the detective d d warren series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa
gardner for fans of karin slaughter and tess gerritsen publishers weekly says the neighbour is full of
inventive twists when everyone believes you have the perfect life how do you tell them it s a lie a house
in suburban boston a perfect family pretty young mother sandra jones seemingly has it all but when
sandra goes missing leaving her four year old daughter as the only witness it appears that all is not as
idyllic as her neighbours would believe as detective d d warren delves deeper into the fabric of the jones
lives she discovers the darkness therein with sandra s husband jason seemingly intent on destroying
evidence and isolating his young daughter d d must determine if he is struggling to protect his way of life
or fighting to cover his tracks the perfect family or the ultimate lie
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Never Tell
2019-02-21

the international number one bestselling author chosen as one of amazon s best thrillers and mysteries
of 2019 a tsunami of a thriller this may well be gardner s best work david baldacci one death might be an
accident two deaths looks like murder a man is shot dead in his own home and his pregnant wife evie is
found with the gun in her hands detective d d warren instantly recognises her sixteen years ago evie also
shot her own father that killing was ruled an accident d d doesn t believe in coincidences but this case isn
t as open and shut as it first appears and her job is to discover the truth evie might be a victim or she
might be about to get away with murder again never tell is raw visceral emotional the sentences come at
you like mp5 rounds and features three incredible characters d d flora and evie who alone could carry
any narrative david baldacci lisa gardner has outdone herself with this powerful novel about three
women two murders and uncountable secrets from its stunning opening to its last thrilling page never tell
will captivate surprise and satisfy you lisa scottoline never tell shocks the system like ten thousand volts
d d warren s most gripping case yet brace yourself gulp down a deep breath and dive in a j finn nail
biting gardner s commendable storytelling will keep fans eagerly waiting for the next outing for d d and
flora publishers weekly in her latest nail biter never tell lisa gardner knows just what her readers want
and how to give it to them real book spy

The Guy Who Died Twice
2019-01-08

detective d d warren confronts her strangest case yet in this exclusive ebook short story by international
bestselling author lisa gardner d d warren thought she d seen it all then a man walks into police
headquarters desperately trying to explain that he s dead sent on his way by baffled detectives the man
turns up again a few hours later except this time he is dead it falls to d d warren to find out how and why
this guy died twice contains an exclusive early extract of lisa gardner s next gripping thriller never tell

Before She Disappeared
2021-01-19

the instant new york times bestseller from 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner a propulsive
thriller featuring an ordinary woman who will stop at nothing to find the missing people that the rest of
the world has forgotten frankie elkin is an average middle aged woman a recovering alcoholic with more
regrets than belongings but she spends her life doing what no one else will searching for missing people
the world has stopped looking for when the police have given up when the public no longer remembers
when the media has never paid attention frankie starts looking a new case brings her to mattapan a
boston neighborhood with a rough reputation she is searching for angelique badeau a haitian teenager
who vanished from her high school months earlier resistance from the boston pd and the victim s wary
family tells frankie she s on her own and she soon learns she s asking questions someone doesn t want
answered but frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth even if it means the next person to go
missing could be her
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Right Behind You
2022-05-03

the 1 new york times bestseller another twisty bestselling thriller from lisa gardner featuring pierce
quincy and rainie conner as they take on a case that hits far too close to home eight years ago sharlah
may nash s older brother beat their drunken father to death with a baseball bat in order to save both of
their lives now thirteen years old sharlah has finally moved on about to be adopted by retired fbi profiler
pierce quincy and his partner rainie conner sharlah loves one thing best about her new family they are all
experts on monsters then the call comes in a double murder at a local gas station followed by reports of
an armed suspect shooting his way through the wilds of oregon as quincy and rainie race to assist they
are forced to confront mounting evidence the shooter may very well be sharlah s older brother telly ray
nash and it appears his killing spree has only just begun as the clock winds down on a massive hunt for
telly quincy and rainie must answer two critical questions why after eight years has this young man
started killing again and what does this mean for sharlah once upon a time sharlah s big brother saved
her life now she has two questions of her own is her brother a hero or a killer and how much will it cost
her new family before they learn the final shattering truth because as sharlah knows all too well the
biggest danger is the one standing right behind you

Mom's Many Moods
2021-03-31

a mothers different moods of bipolar disorder 2 as seen thru the eyes of her child

Touch & Go
2013-02-05

chilling and compulsive sunday times top ten bestseller lisa gardner returns with touch go a family of
three are kidnapped can tess leoni of love you more find them also featuring series lead detective d d
warren by the author proclaimed by karin slaughter as an amazing writer justin and libby denbe have it
all a beautiful daughter a gorgeous house a great marriage admired by all arriving at the crime scene of
their home investigator tessa leoni finds no witnesses no ransom demands or motive just a perfect little
family gone but tessa knows that flawless fronts can hide the darkest secrets now she must race against
the clock to uncover the truth who would want to kidnap such a family and how far would they be willing
to go

Crash & Burn
2015-02-03

sophie hannah says it s the perfect thriller now read sunday times bestseller lisa s gardner s compulsive
and unputdownable thriller crash burn a woman unable to remember the events of a car accident just
wants to know where her daughter is if you love karin slaughter and tess gerritsen you ll love lisa gardner
my name is nicky frank i m in hospital afraid all i can think about is vero i have to save her but i can t find
her she s just a little girl the man by my bed tells me we re married and there is no vero he says that six
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months ago i suffered a brain injury that i have dramatic mood swings and large gaps in my memory i
get angry and i drink all of which explains the car crash that put me here now a sergeant wyatt foster has
questions about the accident he has concerns about my husband and he s worried about a missing girl
he would like to know what happened to me so would i this is my life watch me crash and burn

Say Goodbye (FBI Profiler 6)
2012-07-05

sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner returns with say goodbye the sixth book in the
fbi profiler series as a twisted killer weaves his web can you stay free the daily mirror says this is
suspense of the highest order karin slaughter and tess gerritsen love lisa gardner have you read her yet
women are going missing prostitutes runaways the forgotten ones eighteen year old delilah rose knows
something about their disappearances but she ll only talk to one woman fbi special agent kimberly
quincy even as kimberly struggles to comprehend the horrifying tale delilah has to tell she must trace
their only lead a man who gets his kicks in the creepiest of ways if she is to find a brutal serial killer who
is surely about to strike again with no bodies and no clues kimberly s options are limited yet she feels
herself drawing ever closer to the culprit but how close is too close and when is it time to say goodbye

Three Great Novels
2003

the perfect husband jim beckett was everything tess had ever dreamed of but two years after tess
married jim and bore his child she helped put him behind bars for savagely murdering ten women now he
s escaped and with the help of a burned out ex marine tess learns how to protect herself and her
daughter as a gigantic manhunt counts down to this terrifying reunion between husband and wife the
other daughter in texas a man goes to the electric chair for the torture and murder of six children in
boston an unconscious nine year old girl has been admitted to er when she comes round she remembers
nothing about herself or her past she s adopted and raised as melanie by dr stokes and his wife whose
own daughter meagan was tragically murdered twenty years later someone is targeting the family
sending grotesque messages and in a horrible twist a journalist approaches melanie and tells her that her
birth father was the executed murderer the third victim a horrific shooting has ripped apart the sleepy
town of bakersville but although a boy has confessed to the crime evidence shows he may not be guilty
officer rainie conner is caught up in the controversy it s hitting too close to home bringing back memories
of her own past but she has to find the real killer with the help of fbi profiler pierce quincy rainie comes
closer to a deadly truth than she can imagine

Look for Me
2018-02-06

the new york times bestseller an utterly absorbing story about troubled families and twisted fates you
won t be able to put it down and it will haunt you long after you turn the final page shari lapena a
complex crime scene a missing girl a ticking clock no one writes a more page turning gut wrenching
thriller tess gerritsen in 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner s latest twisty thrill ride
detective d d warren and find her s flora dane return in a race against the clock to either save a young
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girl s life or bring her to justice the home of a family of five is now a crime scene four of them savagely
murdered one a sixteen year old girl missing was she lucky to have escaped or is her absence evidence
of something sinister detective d d warren is on the case but so is survivor turned avenger flora dane
seeking different types of justice they must make sense of the clues left behind by a young woman who
whether as victim or suspect is silently pleading look for me

Before She Disappeared
2021-01-21

your next obsession a gripping thriller featuring an ordinary woman who will stop at nothing to find the
missing people that the rest of the world has forgotten sunday times bestselling novel multi million copy
bestselling author tv series optioned hilary swank to star and co produce original chilling and so gripping i
had to remind myself to take a breath clare mackintosh i just read before she disappeared in a day and a
half it was that gripping shair lapena a first class crime novel by a master of the thriller genre david
baldacci sharply written tension filled yarn full of twists readers are unlikely to see coming daily mail this
time lisa truly hits it out of the park tess gerritsen frankie elkin is an average middle aged woman with
more regrets than belongings who spends her life doing what no one else will searching for missing
people the world has stopped looking for when the police have given up when the public no longer
remembers when the media has never paid attention frankie starts looking a new case brings frankie to
mattapan a boston neighborhood with a rough reputation she is searching for angelique badeau a haitian
teenager who vanished from her high school months earlier resistance from the boston pd and the victim
s wary family tells frankie she s on her own and she soon learns she s asking questions someone doesn t
want answered but frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth even if it means the next person to
go missing will be her readers love before she disappeared i m shaken slowly crying barely gathering
right words to tell how i wholeheartedly loved this book and how deeply affected me with its resonating
realistic deeply layered character portraits i have always loved lisa gardner s books and her new frankie
elkin series is just as intriguing and exciting as all the others i have read this is yet another wonderful
mystery suspense novel from lisa gardner an outstanding thriller loved it it was an absolute page turner
for me i flew through it in one day a rocket fuel propelled thriller that will leave you breathless gregg
hurwitz tense and immersive booklist a crackling mystery gritty atmosphere and an unforgettable
heroine riley sager there s only one thing to ask for by the time the book ends please please a sequel and
a series new york journal of books a sharply written tension filled yarn full of twists readers are unlikely to
see coming associated press

Gone
2009-02

when his partner and lover rainie conner vanishes during her investigation into the case of a missing
foster child private detective pierce quincy enlists the aid of his daughter kimberly a rookie fbi agent to
uncover the truth

The Third Victim (FBI Profiler 2)
2012-07-05
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the third victim is the second book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times
bestseller lisa gardner what would you do if a killer had you in his sights sophie hannah and karin
slaughter love lisa gardner have you read her yet following a shocking act of violence a young boy
confesses to a horrific shooting spree at a local school the frightened residents of bakersville oregon are
demanding answers but is all as it seems officer rainie conner is leading her first homicide investigation
and whilst the event is bringing up past sins and painful memories of her own she knows that she has to
find the whole truth with the help of fbi profiler pierce quincy rainie launches a full investigation but she
soon realises that the shooting is just the beginning there s someone out there watching rainie and he
won t rest until he s finished what he started

When You See Me
2020-02-05

published in 2020 by arrangement with dutton an imprint of penguin publishing group a division of
penguin random house llc title page verso

Alone
2005

the last place you want to be when the killer comes

Hide
2008-05-20

gift 1 7 2009 39 95

The D.D. Warren Case Files
2014-04-01

do you love nyt 1 bestselling lisa gardner s brilliant novels have you never read her do you want to know
more about her series and characters undeniably one of lisa gardner s greatest characters d d warren is
smart tough and stubborn to a fault this exciting and thrilling introduction to the detective d d warren
series features opening chapters from all seven novels in her series including the latest fear nothing out
now in ebook and in paperback on 10th october 2014 heart racing suspense and irresistible characters
from the bestselling author of touch go catch me love you more and many others

Love You More (Detective D.D. Warren 5)
2012-02-02

two women with one question how far would you go to save your child lisa gardner always delivers heart
stopping suspense harlan coben stories that grip from the first page karin slaughter the absolute master
of the psychological suspense novel sharon bolton this book had me at the author s name lee child from
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the international 1 bestselling author of before she disappeared comes a compelling thriller about a split
second decision with disastrous consequences a split second decision and brian darby lies dead his wife
state police trooper tessa leoni claims to have shot him in self defence and for boston detective d d
warren it should be an open and shut case but where is their six year old daughter as d d s homicide
investigation ratchets into a frantic state wide search for a missing child she must move quickly in order
to learn all of tessa s secrets and understand what has happened to the little girl but for tessa the worst
has not yet happened she is walking a tightrope with no one to trust and nowhere to turn as the clock
ticks down to a terrifying deadline she has one goal in sight and she will use every ounce of her training
to do what has to be done all that matters is her child and no one could love her more praise for lisa
gardner thrillers what another fantastic read from lisa gardner can only say she gets better and better
from page one you will be enthralled with the characters and be sorry to reach the last page reader
review having read numerous novels this has to be one of the most gripping enthralling i have ever read
fantastic reader review the storyline is excellent and so are the characters this is one hell of an emotional
read highly recommend reader review i love this book extremely well written and a plot that makes you
think you know what has happened only to realise time and time again that you were wrong reader
review highly recommend you ll find yourself questioning who do you love and you ll love lisa gardner for
this well written story reader review page turner with exciting twists and turns keeps you guessing would
recommend to those who love a well thought out plot reader review best author i ve come across in my
20 years of reading reader review lisa gardner is one of my favourite authors i couldn t put it down
brilliant reader review this author is unrivalled in the genre in my opinion reader review

The Neighbour (Detective D.D. Warren 3)
2012-07-05

when everyone believes you have the perfect life how do you tell them it s a lie lisa gardner always
delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben stories that grip from the first page karin slaughter the
absolute master of the psychological suspense novel sharon bolton full of inventive twists publishers
weekly from the global bestselling author comes an enthralling thriller where it appears that all is not as
idyllic as some may believe a house in suburban boston a perfect family pretty young mother sandra
jones seemingly has it all but when sandra goes missing leaving her four year old daughter as the only
witness it appears that all is not as idyllic as her neighbours would believe as detective d d warren delves
deeper into the fabric of the jones lives she discovers the darkness therein with sandra s husband jason
seemingly intent on destroying evidence and isolating his young daughter d d must determine if he is
struggling to protect his way of life or fighting to cover his tracks the perfect family or the ultimate lie
praise for lisa gardner thrillers a very good read indeed that keeps you guessing to the end the
characters are well drawn and the writing flows smoothly a clever story reader review another cracker by
lisa gardner always keeps your interest till the very end highly recommend all her books reader review
exciting and enticing storyline where one can easily attach oneself to the characters throughout the
novel i would highly recommend reader review this was a twist within a twist brilliantly written and i
usually guess the end of a thriller but with this one no way reader review was amazed at the twists and
turns the author used thoroughly enjoyable book and would recommend reader review as with the other
gardner novels a gripping plot engaging and interesting characters multiple narrative points of view
some good twists reader review extremely gripping story with unexpected twist at the end lisa gardener
writes so well and holds your attention all through the book reader review there was barely time to pause
for breath reading this reader review this author is unrivalled in the genre in my opinion reader review
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MacNamara's Woman
2013-10-01

from lisa gardner the new york times no 1 bestselling author comes the second in the family secrets
trilogy macnamara s woman gripping arresting classic romantic suspense titles originally published under
the name alicia scott if you love tess gerritsen you ll love lisa when tamara allistair lost her family she
quickly learned that the only person she could rely on was herself now she wants revenge against the
man who wronged her but going after a target with far reaching connections is a dangerous gamble and
soon tamara herself is the one being threatened a man with his own share of family issues ex marine c j
macnamara knows that protecting tamara is the right thing to do keeping her safe is no easy task but
getting her to trust him is an even tougher challenge as tamara attempts to right a wrong ten years in
the making c j puts his own life on the line to protect a woman more worthy of love than anyone he s
known before

Three Great Novels
2004

terrific value three bestsellers in one volume

Book 2
2021-01-21

a recovering alcoholic with more regrets than belongings frankie elkin spends her life doing what no one
else will searching for missing people the world has stopped looking for a new case brings her to
mattapan a boston neighborhood with a rough reputation she is searching for angelique badeau a haitian
teenager who vanished from her high school months earlier resistance from the boston pd and the victim
s wary family tells frankie she s on her own she soon learns she s asking questions someone doesn t
want answered now the next person to go missing could be her publisher

Catch Me
2012-12-01

a 28 year old police dispatcher seeks out boston sgt det d d warren grant at a crime scene and asks the
homicide detective to investigate her expected murder meanwhile warren is looking into the execution
style slayings of two pedophiles with the assistance of a female rookie sex crime detective

Live to Tell (Detective D.D. Warren 4)
2012-07-05

the past never stays buried for long lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben
stories that grip from the first page karin slaughter the absolute master of the psychological suspense
novel sharon bolton could cause sleepless nights the irish independent from the global bestselling author
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of before she disappeared comes a gripping thriller about a crime that is very close to home in one night
of terrifying violence four members of a family are brutally murdered leaving the father a possible
suspect clinging to life when police detective d d warren is called in she s all too aware that it s a race
against time but there s more to the case than meets the eye twenty five years ago nurse danielle burton
s life was rent asunder by a horrifying family tragedy now working on a paediatric psychiatry ward she s
sure that the past is long buried until d d s questions bring it all flooding back victoria oliver is a devoted
mother determined to protect her son no matter the cost but like danielle and d d she s soon to discover
that the most devastating crimes can be those closest to home praise for lisa gardner thrillers this book
is one of lisa gardner s best it s a well constructed plot and i couldn t put it down at times just a great
read reader review what an amazing book finished in a few days as could not put the book down reader
review the medical details are so accurate and the characters so real and the way she weaves the plot is
so clever keep them coming lisa you are brilliant reader review wow a real page turner another fab book
from lisa gardner some great twists to keep you guessing you will love it reader review fantastic page
turner gripping story lisa gardener has created a empathic gripping interesting read reader review can t
put this book down once you start very well written and a page turner reader review absolutely loved this
book gripping plot right from the early part of the book reader review there was barely time to pause for
breath reading this reader review this author is unrivalled in the genre in my opinion reader review

The FBI Profiler Case Files
2014-07-01

do you love nyt 1 bestselling lisa gardner s brilliant novels have you never read her do you want to know
more about her series and characters lisa gardner s fbi profiler series feature some of her most
fascinating and unpredictable characters and cases this is an introduction to the series featuring opening
chapters from all six novels do you dare delve into a world that tries to make sense of serial killers heart
racing suspense and irresistible characters from the bestselling author of touch go catch me love you
more and many others

The Survivors Club
2012-07-05

the survivors club is the second standalone thriller from the sunday times and new york times bestseller
lisa gardner revenge is sweet but is it worth the price you pay karin slaughter calls lisa gardner an
amazing writer have you read her yet jillian hayes carol rosen and meg pesaturo s lives changed forever
in an instant when eddie como the college hill rapist came into their lives but they refused to be victims
instead they chose to be survivors helping to put him away was one form of justice but they couldn t
deny that secretly they wanted his life destroyed as he destroyed theirs so when eddie is shot down
outside the courtroom on the eve of the trial they are both relieved and revenged but now they re also
prime suspects and surviving is about to get tougher still detective roan griffin thinks this was a
professional hit and all that remains is to work out who ordered it he knows that the women are key but
when another woman is savagely attacked the situation gets a lot more complicated for griffin the hunt is
on to find the person responsible before membership of the exclusive club grows
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Destiny's Daughter

this is a fascinating work of non fiction that melds both autobiographical and biographical true life stories
the primary source social history of southwestern ontario provides the backdrop to the author s search
for her birth families while she coped with childhood trauma and fear as the action rises so too does the
unfolding in a blow by blow account of her younger life and the resultant very unexpected joy she is
finally able to embrace
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